LESSON

5

Pure
Substances
and Mixtures
ESSENTIAL QUESTION

How do pure
substances
and mixtures
compare?
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SC.8.P.8.5 Recognize that there are a
finite number of elements and that their
atoms combine in a multitude of ways
to produce compounds that make up all
of the living and nonliving things that we encounter.
SC.8.P.8.8 Identify basic examples of and compare
and classify the properties of compounds, including
acids, bases, and salts. SC.8.P.8.9 Distinguish among
mixtures (including solutions) and pure substances.
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By the end of this lesson, you
should be able to distinguish
between pure substances and
mixtures.

Lesson Labs
Quick Labs
• Comparing Two Elements
• The pH Scale

Engage Your Brain
1 Predict Check T or F to show whether you think
each statement is true or false.
T

F
Atoms combine in different ways
to make up all of the substances
you encounter every day.

2 Apply Think of a substance that does not
dissolve in water. Draw a sketch below that
shows what happens when this substance is
added to water.

Saltwater can be separated into
salt and water.
A mixture of soil has the same
chemical composition throughout.

ACTIVE READING
3 Synthesize Many English words have their
roots in other languages. Use the Greek words
below to make an educated guess about the
meanings of the words homogeneous and
heterogeneous.
Meaning

genus

type

homos

same

heteros

different

• atom
• element
• compound
• mixture

• pure substance
• heterogeneous
• homogeneous

4 Identify This list contains the key terms
you’ll learn in this lesson. As you read,
circle the defnition of each term.

Example sentence
Saltwater is homogeneous throughout.

homogeneous:

Example sentence
A heterogeneous mixture of rocks varies from
handful to handful.

heterogeneous:
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Greek word

Vocabulary Terms
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A Great Combination
How can matter be classified?
What kinds of food could you make with the ingredients shown
below? You could eat slices of tomato as a snack. Or, you could
combine tomato slices with lettuce to make a salad. Combine more
ingredients, such as bread and cheese, and you have a sandwich.
Just as these meals are made up of simpler foods, matter is made
up of basic “ingredients” known as atoms. Atoms are the smallest
unit of an element that maintains the properties of that element.
Atoms, like the foods shown here, can be combined in different
ways to produce different materials.
The materials you encounter every day can be classified into
one of the three major classes of matter: elements, compounds, and
mixtures. Atoms are the basic building blocks for all three types of
matter. Elements, compounds, and mixtures differ in the way that
atoms are combined.

ACTIVE READING
5 Compare What do elements, compounds, and mixtures have in
common?

Think Outside the Book
6 Claims • Evidence • Reasoning
If you have ever baked a cake
or bread, you know that the
ingredients that combine to make
it taste different from the baked
food. Make a claim about why
that is. Summarize evidence to
support the claim and explain your
reasoning.
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Matter Can Be Classified into Elements,
Compounds, and Mixtures
You can think of atoms as the building blocks of matter. Like
these toy blocks, atoms can be connected in different ways. The
models below show how atoms make up elements and compounds.
Elements and compounds, in turn, make up mixtures.
An atom is like a building block of
matter.

An element is made up of one or more
of the same kind of atom chemically
combined.

Oxygen

Water

A compound is made up of different
kinds of atoms chemically combined.
Compounds have different properties
from the elements that make them up.

A mixture contains a variety of
elements and compounds that are not
chemically combined with each other.

Water
Nitrogen

Oxygen

Visualize It!
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7 Analyze Why are the spheres representing nitrogen and oxygen
different colors?
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Pure Genius

What are pure substances?
Elements and compounds are pure substances. A pure substance
is a substance that has definite physical and chemical properties
such as appearance, melting point, and reactivity. No matter the
amount of a pure substance you have, it will always have the same
properties. This is because pure substances are made up of one
type of particle.

Pure Substances Are Made Up of
One Type of Particle

A Copper

9 Claims • Evidence • Reasoning Copper is an
element. How do these images of copper illustrate
this? Provide evidence to support the claim. Explain
your reasoning.
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8 Identify Fill in the blanks to label the two particle models.
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Visualize It!
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Copper, like all elements, is a pure substance. Take a look at the
element copper, shown below. The atoms that make up copper are
all the same. No matter where in the world you find pure copper, it
will always have the same properties.
Compounds are also pure substances. Consider water, shown
on the next page. Two different kinds of atoms make up each
chemically combined particle, or molecule. Every water molecule
is identical. Each molecule is made up of exactly two hydrogen
atoms and one oxygen atom. Because water is a pure substance,
we can define certain properties of water. For example, at standard
pressure, water always freezes at 0 °C and boils at 100 °C.

Pure Substances Cannot Be Formed or
Broken Down by Physical Changes
Physical changes such as melting, freezing, cutting, or smashing
do not change the identity of pure substances. For example, if you
cut copper pipe into short pieces, the material is still copper. And
if you freeze liquid water, the particles that make up the ice remain
the same: two hydrogen atoms combined with one oxygen atom.
The chemical bonds that hold atoms together cannot be
broken easily. To break or form chemical bonds, a chemical
change is required. For example, when an electric current is passed
through water, a chemical change takes place. The atoms that make
up the compound break apart into two elements: hydrogen and
oxygen. When a pure substance undergoes a chemical change, it
is no longer that same substance. A chemical change changes the
identity of the substance. Individual atoms cannot be broken down
into smaller parts by normal physical or chemical changes.

ACTIVE READING
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11 State Your Claim Make a claim about what happens when a pure
substance undergoes a chemical change.

B Water

10 Claims • Evidence • Reasoning Water is a
compound. How do these images of water illustrate
this? Provide evidence to support the claim. Explain
your reasoning.
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Classified
Information

How can elements be classified?

Charcoal, made
mostly of carbon
atoms, is brittle
and dull like
many other
nonmetals.

370
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Aluminum, like many
metals, can be formed
into a thin foil.
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12 Identify As you read, underline
the ways in which elements are
organized on the periodic table.

Differences in physical and chemical properties allow us to classify
elements. By knowing the category to which an element belongs,
you can predict some of its properties. Elements are broadly
classified as metals, nonmetals, or metalloids. Most metals are
shiny, conduct heat and electricity well, and can be shaped into
thin sheets and wires. Nonmetals are not shiny and do not conduct
heat or electricity well. Metalloids have some properties of both
metals and nonmetals.
There are over 100 elements known to exist. Each element has
a place in an arrangement called the periodic table of the elements.
The periodic table is a useful tool that can help you to identify
elements that have similar properties. Metals, nonmetals, and
metalloids occupy different regions in the periodic table. Metals
start at the left and make up most of the elements in the periodic
table. Nonmetals are at the right and are often shaded with a color
different from that of the metals. Not surprisingly, the metalloids
lie between the metals and nonmetals. In many instances, you
can even predict which elements combine with others to form
compounds based on their positions in the periodic table.
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ACTIVE READING

How can compounds be classified?
You are surrounded by compounds. Compounds make up the food
you eat, the school supplies you use, and the clothes you wear—
even you! There are so many compounds that it would be very
difficult to list or describe them all. Fortunately, these compounds
can be grouped into a few basic categories by their properties.

Visualize It!
13 Classify Read about some of
the ways in which compounds
can be classified. Then fill in
the blanks to complete the
photo captions.

By Their pH
Compounds can be classified as acidic, basic, or neutral by
measuring a special value known as pH. Acids have a pH value
below 7. Vinegar contains acetic acid, which gives a sharp, sour
taste to salad dressings. Bases, on the other hand, have pH values
greater than 7. Baking soda is an example of a basic compound.
Bases have a slippery feel and a bitter taste. Neutral compounds,
such as pure water and table salt, have a pH value of 7. Water and
salt are formed when an acid and a base react. A type of paper
called litmus paper can be used to test whether a compound is
an acid or a base. Blue litmus paper turns red in the presence of
an acid. Red litmus paper turns blue in the presence of a base.
Although some foods are acidic or basic, you should NEVER taste,
smell, or touch a chemical to classify them. Many acids and bases
can damage your body or clothing.

Baking soda is an example of
a(n)
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As Organic or Inorganic
You may have heard of organically-grown foods. But in chemistry,
the word organic refers to compounds that contain carbon and
hydrogen. Organic compounds are found in most foods. They can
also be found in synthetic goodse For example, gasoline contains a
number of organic compounds, such as octane and heptane.
The compounds that make up
plastic are
because they contain carbon.

By Their Role in the Body
Organic compounds that are made by living things are called
biochemicals. Biochemicals are divided into four categories:
carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. Carbohydrates
are used as a source of energy and include sugars, starches, and
fiber. Lipids are biochemicals that store excess energy in the body
and make up cell membranes. Lipids include fats, oils, and waxes.
Proteins are one of the most abundant types of compounds in
your body. They regulate chemical activities of the body and build
and repair body structures. Nucleic acids such as DNA and RNA
contain genetic information and help the body build proteins.

Your body gets
such as sugars, starches, and
fiber, from many of the foods
you eat.
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Mix
and
Match

What are mixtures?
Imagine that you roll out some dough, add tomato sauce, and
sprinkle some cheese on top. Then you add green peppers,
mushrooms, and pepperoni. What have you just made? A pizza, of
course! But that’s not all. You have also created a mixture.
A mixture is a combination of two or more substances that
are combined physically but not chemically. When two or more
materials are put together, they form a mixture if they do not
change chemically to form a new substance. For example, cheese
and tomato sauce do not react when they are combined to make a
pizza. They keep their original identities and properties. So, a pizza
is a mixture.

Mixtures Are Made Up of More
Than One Type of Particle
Unlike elements and compounds, mixtures are
not pure substances. Mixtures contain more
than one type of substance. Each substance in a
mixture has the same chemical makeup it had
before the mixture formed.
Unlike pure substances, mixtures do not
have definite properties. Granite from different
parts of the world could contain different
minerals in different ratios. Pizzas made by
different people could have different toppings.
Mixtures do not have defined properties
because they do not have a defined
chemical makeup.

Visualize It!
Sand and salt are poured
into a single beaker.
The result is a mixture
because
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14 Describe This student is going to make and
separate a mixture of sand and salt. Complete
these captions to explain what is taking place
in each photo.

Mixtures Can Be Separated
by Physical Changes
You don’t like mushrooms on your pizza? Just
pick them off. This change is a physical change
of the mixture because the identities of the
substances do not change. But not all mixtures
are as easy to separate as a pizza. You cannot just
pick salt out of a salt water mixture. One way
to separate the salt from the water is to heat the
mixture until the water evaporates. The salt is
left behind. Other ways to separate mixtures are
shown at the right and below.

rate
A magnet can sepa
um
in
a mixture of alum
.
nails and iron nails

ACTIVE READING
15 State Your Claim Make a claim about how you
could separate a mixture of rocks and sand.
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A machine called a centrifuge
separates mixtures by the
densities of the components.
It can be used to separate the
different parts of blood.

B

When water is added to
the sand-salt mixture,

C

When the liquid is poured
through a filter,

D

The remaining salt water
is heated until
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A Simple
Solution
How can mixtures be
classified?

ACTIVE READING
16 Identify As you read, underline
the everyday examples of
mixtures on this page.

A snow globe
contains a
suspension.

It is clear that something is a mixture when you can see the
different substances in it. For example, if you scoop up a handful of
soil, it might contain dirt, rocks, leaves, and even insects. Exactly
what you see depends on what part of the soil is scooped. Such
a mixture is called a heterogeneous (het•uhr•uh•JEE•nee•uhs)
mixture. A heterogeneous mixture is one that does not have
a uniform composition. In other types of mixtures, the
substances are evenly spread throughout. If you add sugar to a
cup of water, the sugar dissolves. Each part of the sugar-water
mixture has the same sweet taste. This is called a homogeneous
(hoh•muh•JEE•nee•uhs) mixture.

As Colloids
.
Gelatin is a colloid

374 Unit 6 Matter

Colloids are a third type of mixture that falls somewhere between
suspensions and solutions. As in a suspension, the particles in a
colloid are spread throughout a liquid or gas. Unlike the particles
in a suspension, colloid particles are small and do not settle out
quickly. Milk and gelatin are colloids. Colloids look homogeneous,
but we consider them to be heterogeneous.

Appetit/Alamy

Tea is a solution.

Tea is an example of a type of homogeneous mixture known as
a solution. In a solution, one substance is dissolved in another
substance. When you make tea, some of the compounds inside the
tea leaves dissolve in the hot water. These compounds give your
tea its unique color and taste. Many familiar solutions are liquids.
However, solutions may also be gases or solids. Air is an example
of a gaseous solution. Alloys, such as brass and steel, are solid
solutions in which substances are dissolved in metals.

(tl) ©ZenShui/Laurence Mouton/PhotoAlto Agency RF Collections/Getty Images; (bl) ©Bon

As Solutions
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The snow globe (above) contains a type of heterogeneous mixture
called a suspension. Suspensions are mixtures in which the particles
of a material are spread throughout a liquid or gas but are too large
to stay mixed without being stirred or shaken. If a suspension is
allowed to sit, the particles will settle out.
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As Suspensions

17 Summarize Complete the graphic organizer below by filling in
the blanks with terms from this lesson. Then add definitions or
sketches of each term inside the appropriate box.

Classifying Matter
Matter
Definition:

Matter is anything that has mass and
takes up space. Matter is made up of
building blocks called atoms.

Pure Substances
Definition:

Sketch:

Elements
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Sketch:

Homogeneous
Definition:

Sketch:

Suspensions

Colloids

Sketch:

Definition:

Definition:

Definition:
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Visual Summary
To complete this summary, circle the correct word or phrase.
You can use this page to review the main concepts of the lesson.

Pure substances are made up of a single
type of particle and cannot be formed or
broken down by physical changes.
18

Water is a pure substance / mixture.

19

Water is a(n) element / compound.

Water molecules

Pure Substances
and Mixtures

21

Saltwater is a homogeneous / heterogeneous
mixture.

22 Claims • Evidence • Reasoning Make a claim about what happens to the particles of a suspension
compared to a colloid. Summarize evidence to support the claim and explain your reasoning.
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Saltwater and sand can be separated with a
magnet / filter.
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20
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Mixtures are made up of more than one type
of particle and can be separated into their
component parts by physical changes.

Lesson Review
Vocabulary
Fill in the blanks with the term that best
completes the following sentences.

LESSON

5

Use this drawing to answer the following
question.

1 The basic building blocks of matter are called
2 A(n)
is a substance that
is made up of a single kind of atom.
3 Elements and compounds are two types of
4 A(n)
is a combination
of substances that are combined physically
but not chemically.

8 Identify What type of mixture is this salad
dressing? Explain your reasoning.

Key Concepts
5 Identify What kind of mixture is a
solution? A suspension? A colloid?

6 Apply Fish give off the compound
ammonia, which has a pH above 7. To
which class of compounds does ammonia
belong?

Critical Thinking
9 Claims • Evidence • Reasoning Make a
claim about whether a mixture could be made
up of only elements and no compounds.
Summarize evidence to support the claim and
explain your reasoning.

7 Compare Fill in the following table with
properties of elements and compounds.
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How are elements
and compounds
similar?

How are elements
and compounds
different?

10 Synthesize Describe a procedure to
separate a mixture of sugar, black pepper,
and pebbles.
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